The Asia Pacific Bioinformatics Conference (APBC) is a leading conference in the Bioinformatics community and has grown rapidly since its inception in 2003. The goal of the annual conference series is to enable high quality interaction on bioinformatics research.

The past APBC conferences were held in:

1\. APBC 2003 4-7 Feb 2003: Adelaide, Australia

2\. APBC 2004 18-22 Jan 2004: Dunedin, New Zealand

3\. APBC 2005 17-21 Jan 2005: Singapore

4\. APBC 2006 13-16 Feb 2006: Taipei, Taiwan

5\. APBC 2007 15-17 Jan 2007: Hong Kong

6\. APBC 2008 14-17 Jan 2008: Kyoto, Japan

7\. APBC 2009 13-16 Jan 2009: Beijing, China

8\. APBC 2010 18-21 Jan 2010: Bangalore, India

9\. APBC 2011 11-14 Jan 2011: Incheon, Korea

The Tenth Asia Pacific Bioinformatics Conference (APBC 2012) was held in Melbourne, Australia. The conference spanning the dates of the 17^th^to the 19^th^of January brought together more than 50 researchers, professionals, industry leaders and students from all over the globe. The participants came from institutions in the following 16 countries and regions (in alphabetical order): Australia, Canada, China, Germany, India, Netherlands, Japan, Poland, Portugal, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, UK, USA and Vietnam. The conference program included 3 keynote speakers (Profs. Jenny Graves, Terry Speed, Peer Bork), 3 invited speakers (Profs. Steven Jones, Narayanaswamy Srinivasan, Robin Gasser), 42 selected talks, 3 tutorial sessions and 30 posters.

The titles of the keynote talks were:

• Jenny Graves, \"Weird Animal Genomes and Sex\"

• Peer Bork, \"Networks in Biology: From functional associations of tiny molecules to entire species\"

• Terry Speed, \"Removing Unwanted Variation from Gene Expression Data\"

The tutorial topics for APBC 2012 included: Analysis of Gene Expression and Proteomic Profiles based on Biological Networks (Limsoon Wong), Introduction to NGS informatics (Andrew Lonie), and Protein Inference: Concepts, Algorithms, and Software Tools (Zengyou He and Weichuan Yu).

The emphasis of APBC has been algorithmic development and innovation in Bioinformatics and this year that theme continued. Reflecting the ever-changing nature of Bioinformatics and its adaption to advances in technology, a strong emphasis was placed on post sequencing data mining. A wide range of topics in Bioinformatics were covered at the conference and were categorised as:

• Genome Evolution

• Regulatory Studies

• Gene Network Modelling

• Micro/RNA Modelling

• Database and Data Models

• Protein - Protein Interaction

• Protein Structural Prediction

• Algorithmic Optimisation and Evaluation

• Knowledge Reconstruction

• Knowledge Modelling

• Protein Drug Applications

• Protein Binding Studies

• Prediction Applications

In 2012, APBC received a substantial number of submissions from a diverse range of countries. Participants in the 2012 APBC came from every continent with the exception of Africa; however actual participants may represent geographies outside of their institutions. The APBC 2012 conference has received 129 submissions covering a wide range of topics in Bioinformatics.

The conference\'s scope was wide in order to adapt itself quickly to this progressive research field. The broad composition of the expert program committee was well equipped to handle the diversity of topics under the banner of Bioinformatics and Computational Biology. Of the 129 submitted papers, each paper was sent to three Program Committee members to review (102 papers received three peer reviews) and with an acceptance rate of 32.5%. We wish to thank and acknowledge the Program Committee members and their contributions.
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